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Chapterr 1
Byy Way of Introduction
Thee Researcher in the Field:

OnOn the 15' of December 1996 I went to Munich Airport to pick up a
well-knownwell-known professor in population genetics. She had travelled from Tel Aviv
toto visit the laboratory where I was conducting my research. After we had
trackedtracked each other down in the crowd we took the train back into the city.
ProfessorProfessor B-T turned out to be a very pleasant person and quite soon we
foundfound ourselves in animated conversation. She told me about the rare DNA
samplessamples that she had brought along and where she had collected them. The
LabLab was looking forward to the samples, specifically because it was running
shortshort of male samples from these populations. She had heard that I too was
goinggoing to use the samples for my research project. I told her about my study
andand what I had uncovered thus far. At the same time I started to feel a bit
uncomfortable.uncomfortable. I felt the urge to "reveal" my "identity" to her. Because
waswas not just a member of the lab: I was also studying the Lab. But before I
couldcould do so, professor B-T was eager to learn where I came from. I told her
thatthat I lived in Amsterdam but that I am originally from Tunisia. A bit shy but
curious,curious, she asked me whether I was also from "one of those interesting
populations."populations." I had to disappoint her there, but I told her about the
genealogicalgenealogical history of my family, which dates back over a couple of
hundredhundred years and goes back into Lebanon.
TwoTwo years later I was visiting professor B-T in Tel Aviv. She invited
meme to her laboratory and introduced me to her group. I learned that her lab
housedhoused one of the consortia of the Human Genome Diversity Project, where
theythey were growing cell lines of various population samples. Also when she
introducedintroduced me to her colleagues I was surprised that I was not introduced as
aa social scientist but as a member of the Laboratory in Munich.

Thee Stakes and the Argument:
Inn 1991 a group of population geneticists embarked on an international
projectt designed to map human genetic diversity. The initiators of this
Humann Genome Diversity Project were interested not only in mapping
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contemporaryy genetic diversity as such but also in studying how the current
diversityy had evolved and how genes had spread over the world. Knowledge
off the origins of populations, as one of the initiators of the Project has stated,
wouldd have "enormous potential for illuminating our understanding of
humann history and identity."1 By tracing similarities and differences in the
DNAA of various groups of people, geneticists aim at reconstructing where
humanss come from, how they migrated and how different groups of people
relatee to one another. To do so a special emphasis is placed on the study of
"indigenouss peoples" and "isolated populations." They are deemed the
"treasuree keepers" of original information which, in the course of history,
hadd gradually been obscured in other large groups because of migration and
admixture.. Isolated populations are held to be conservative in this respect by
geneticists// As distinct populations their DNA is considered to be
representativee of all human genetic diversity and therefore convenient for
attainingg the goals of the Human Genome Diversity Project (hereafter, the
Diversityy Project).
Thee Diversity Project was launched with a rhetoric of preservation,
timee pressure, and alarm. In June 1991 the journal Science published an
articlee headed: "A Genetic Survey of Vanishing Peoples," which opened:
"Racingg the clock, two leaders in genetics and evolution are calling for an
urgentt effort to collect DNA from rapidly disappearing populations."3 One of
them,, the population geneticist Luca Cavalli-Sforza argued that "if sampling
iss too long delayed, some human groups may disappear as discrete
populationss [...]. At a time when we are increasingly concerned with
preservingg information about diversity of the many species with which we
sharee the Earth, surely we cannot ignore the diversity of our own species."4
Howeverr the Diversity Project soon ran into trouble. It was faced with
aa variety of criticisms, especially from indigenous and environmental
organisations.. It was soon dubbed "The Vampire Project," referring to the
collectingg of blood samples.5 Furthermore this naming suggested that the
groupss from which the samples were taken were ill-informed and misled by
geneticistss and that the samples were collected for interests other than those
off the sampled groups. In the television documentary The Gene Hunters, the
professorr of medical ethics George Annas (MIT) put it as follow: "We're
takingg from them their DNA, which we now consider like gold. It's even
worsee than standard colonialism and exploitation, because we are taking the
onee thing that we value, and after we take that, we have no real interest in
whetherr they live or die." In that same documentary the spokesperson for the
Arhuacoo People, Leonora Zalabata, stated: "Our land, our culture, our
subsoil,, our ideology, and our traditions have all been exploited. This [the
Diversityy Project] could be another form of exploitation. Only this time, they
aree using us as raw material."6 The criticism led to a debate about the social
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andd ethical aspects of the Project. In 1993 the Rural Advancement
Foundationn International (RAFI) as well as other political agents urged
geneticistss to incorporate indigenous organisations in every step of the
Projectt and to reassess its scientific and ethical implications. And by the
mid-1990ss many other organisations, including the Bioethics Committee of
UNESCO,, were calling for strict regulations of how to sample and handle the
informationn obtained. The project had also become part of a debate about
commerciall revenues in science, such as the patenting of human genes and
thee development of drugs for specific diseases. Geneticists, however, have
emphasisedd that their initiative had no commercial interests, nor will they
acceptt funding from commercial agents.7 They argued that the knowledge
resultingg from the Project may contribute to the understanding of genetically
inheritedd diseases but its major goal is an investigation of genetic diversity
andd the history of human migration. This "pure science" approach has also
beenn looked at with suspicion, for example by Ray Apodaca, a spokesman of
thee "National Congress of American Indians". Countering the "pure science"
claimss he stated: "We know where we came from, and we know who we are,
andd we think we know where we are going. Why do we need to know
anythingg else? I mean, is this for their benefit? It certainly isn't for ours."8
Inn the face of this criticism the Diversity Project has met initial
problemss finding financial or other support within the scientific community
andd institutions.9 Yet in Europe the Human Genome Organisation (HUGO)
provedd at an early stage to be willing to finance a series of workshops in
orderr to assess the project's scientific values, whereas in the US the project
wass put on hold for several years. Only by the end of 1997 had a committee
off the US National Research Council (NRC) evaluated the project and found
thatt it should receive financial support within American national borders,
providedd that it met ethical and legal restrictions placed on genetic research
fundedd by federal agents.10 While few research projects receive financial
support,, some Diversity Consortia for the storage of samples and the growing
off cell lines have been established, such as the one we encountered in Tel
Aviv.. Thus, although haltingly, the Diversity Project has started.
Thiss book is about the Diversity Project. More specifically it deals
withh genetic diversity in scientific practice. Prompted by the issue of
"conservedd genes" and the mapping of similarities and differences between
populations,, it focuses on what genetic diversity is made to be in scientific
practice.. The brief review of the controversy shows some of the political
stakess in the Diversity Project. Rather than a study of that controversy and of
thee different politics involved in the debate outlined above - however
importantt and interesting in its own right - this book aims at tracing the
politicss of genetic diversity in laboratory routines. Thus it investigates the
dailyy practice in which humans, samples and technology are aligned to
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producee the stuff of which the power and prestige of science is made. The
argumentt carried on throughout this book is that genetic diversity is not an
objectt that lies waiting for the scientist to discover, nor that it can be treated
ass a construct of scientists. Genetic diversity involves a complex scientific
practice.. It is not only dependent on the scientist and the DNA but on various
technologiess applied to produce it.
Lett me briefly illustrate the relevance of technologies for the Diversity
Project.. For instance, the haste with which geneticists aimed at "conserving"
humann diversity before "isolated populations" ceased to exist as such cannot
bee explained exclusively in social terms. What is at stake is not so much the
factt that the lives of these groups of people are endangered or that their
integrityy is threatened because they nowadays tend to migrate and mix more
frequentlyy with other groups than in previous times; nor is it that these
groupss only drew the attention of geneticists in the late 1980s. Many of the
geneticistss participating in the Diversity Project had already been studying
andd comparing these populations previously and had even stopped doing so
inn the 1970s because they "ran out of data."" With the technology available
thesee scientists could acquire no more information from the samples they
had.. What did change by the end of the 1980s was the availability of new
technologies.. The introduction of revolutionary technologies to the field of
geneticss had made it not only possible to produce new "data" based on the
sampless already collected but also brought within reach a study of diversity
onn a much larger scale. What these technologies are and how they affect
whatt genetic diversity is made to be, is therefore at the centre of this book.
Consequentlyy rather than whether or not in our genes,12 the question
addressedd is how in whose genes? Before going into the details and the
organisationn of this book, let us first go back to the Diversity Project to have
aa second look at how it is organised.

Thee Diversity Project:
Thee Diversity Project did not emerge in isolation. Many more genome
projectss were launched in the 1990s and before. Most powerful and well
underr way is the Human Genome Project. Since the Diversity Project was
presentedd by its initiators as a response to the Human Genome Project
(HGP),, let me elaborate on the latter. The aim of the HGP is to map and
sequencee the complete human genome.13 The sequence map will function as
aa reference genome by which all human individuals can be located and
compared.. As the reference, it will provide the genetic terms in which all
individualss will be expressed.14 One of the initiators, the geneticist Walter
Gilbert,, presented the HGP as the ultimate means to know oneself. He
insistedd most strongly that molecular biologists would have the final answer
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too what it is that makes us human, namely the DNA. One of his most quoted
statementss is that: "one will be able to pull a CD out of one's pocket and say,
'Heree is a human being; it's me!'"15
Thee CD metaphor is obviously a pregnant one, not only because it
allowss Gilbert to make his argument tangible during his presentations by
actuallyy pulling a CD out of his pocket but also because it underlines the
technicall aspects of genomes and genetics. However, riding on that
metaphor,, the political stakes are not only in knowing what the CD is, but
alsoo how and where the CD is produced. What kinds of polymerised
substance,, stencil-plate and printing technologies contribute to the CD? How
cann it be played and what kind of equipment is necessary? How can it be
readd and who will be able to read it? Who will have a CD? What about the
possibilityy of copying it? And will the result be a copy or a clone? But, also,
whatt kind of place will the CD-of-life take in the collections of those who
havee many different CDs? Will it be able to compete with a CD containing a
familyy photo album, with one bearing a game called Doom or with that of a
singerr called Fairouz, and what kind of practices make the one CD more
importantt than the other? And since the goal of the HGP is to produce one
CD,, a question raised within the confines of genetics as well as outside is,
whosee CD is it going to be?
Thee first complete human sequence was expected to be that of a composite
person:: it would have both an X and a Y sex chromosome, which will
formallyy make it a male, but this "he" would comprise autosomes [non-sex
chromosomes]] taken from men and women of several nations - the United
States,, the European countries, and Japan. He would be a multinational
andd multiracial melange, a kind of Adam II, his encoded essence revealed
forr the twenty-first century and beyond.16
Thuss states Daniel Kevies, half ironically, in The Code of Codes, an
interdisciplinaryy book about the HGP. However some geneticists outside the
realmm of the HGP claimed that "[t]he Human Genome Project aims to
sequencee "the" human genome with DNA taken mainly from individuals
likelyy to be of European ancestry in North America and Europe. But, like all
brotherss and sisters, all humans have slightly different genomes."17 They
thereforee suggested another genome project, the Human Genome Diversity
Project,, which "wants to explore the full range of genome diversity within
thee human family."18
Studiess of human genetic diversity among are not new and go back to
thee beginning of the twentieth century, when they were based on blood
groups.. In addition DNA-based genetic research has had its heyday from the
mid-1970ss onwards.19 Hence the initiative of the Diversity Project takes up
fromm ongoing research. Yet every project has a myth of origin.20 There is a
datee of birth and there are great men involved; there is a vision and there are
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alliess inside and outside the field; there is a world to be gained and ghosts to
bee exorcised. What follows is the origin myth of the Diversity Project.
Thee Diversity Project was initiated in 1991 by the late Allan Wilson
(professorr of biochemistry at Berkeley) and Luigi Luca Cavalli-Sforza
(professorr of population genetics at Stanford). Together they found more
colleaguess welcoming their plan to map genetic diversity among human
populationss on a worldwide basis.21 The values of this initiative (referred to
inn the quote as the HGD Project) were summarised as follows:
The main value of the HGD Project lies in its enormous potential for
illuminatingg our understanding of human history and identity
The resource created by the HGD Project will also provide valuable
informationn on the role played by genetic factors in predisposition or
resistancee to disease
The HGD Project will bring together people from many countries and
disciplines.. The work of geneticists will be linked in an unprecedented
wayy with that of anthropologists, archaeologists, biologists, linguists
andd historians, creating a unique bridge between science and the
humanities s
By leading to a greater understanding of the nature of differences
betweenn individuals and between human populations, the HGD Project
willl help to combat the widespread popular fear and ignorance of
humann genetics and will make a significant contribution to the
eliminationn of racism.22
AA central question of population genetics is: how did humans migrate out of
Africaa to colonise other regions in the world and when did these events take
place?2?? The idea is that human genetic makeup is indicative of historical
eventss and vice-versa, that the contingency of human history is reflected in
thee DNA. By tracing similarities and differences in the DNA fragments of
variouss populations, geneticists aim to provide another account of human
history.. Culture and nature are thus levelled in the Diversity Project.
Theree is a cultural imperative for us to respond to that opportunity and use
thee extraordinary scientific power that has been created through the
developmentt of DNA technology to generate - for the benefit of all people
-- information about the history and evolution of our own species.
Too reach this goal the initiators aimed at an internationally organised
project,, a project based on technologies and knowledge developed within the
realmm of the Human Genome Project (HGP) and capable of redirecting the
workk conducted in the field of population genetics. As early as 1991 the
Diversityy Project was "adopted" by HUGO, the Human Genome
Organisation,, established in 1989 within the HGP. To assess the potentials of
thee project in Europe, HUGO set up an ad hoc committee in the autumn of
1991.. This committee was charged with organising a series of workshops
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wheree various aspects of the project were to be discussed and evaluated, such
ass the methods of sampling and the storage of the samples, the technologies
too be applied and the processing of the information, as well as the social and
ethicall aspects of the project. The committee was also asked to conduct a
pilott study, using already existing samples, to show the relevance of the
projectt and to adjust the protocols for the forthcoming research.25 In the first
fivefive years the project as a whole was estimated to cost 25-30 million
Americann dollars. HUGO provided 1.2 million to organise the workshops
andd to conduct a pilot study. Additionally HUGO helped create a more
friendlyy political climate for the project to get started. The Diversity Project
iss now organised in a number of regional committees responsible for their
ownn initiatives.26 Whereas the European regional committee was receiving
EECC support as early as 1992, the North American regional committee had to
waitt until 1997 for federal support and funding.27

Makingg a Genetic Map of the World:
Howw to make a map of the world, one that shows genetic relief and
contours,, is obviously the major goal of the Diversity Project. Aimed at
reconstructingg human-migration out of Africa and the spread of humans and
theirr genes around the world, the effort is to assign different populations to
differentt loci on that map. Yet its two initiators, Cavalli-Sforza and Wilson,
alreadyy had conflicting ideas about the sampling strategy, i.e. about what a
populationpopulation is. Whereas Cavalli-Sforza had strong ideas about how to define a
population,, namely on the basis of linguistic criteria, Wilson argued against
anyy presupposition about what it is. In an interview with Science Wilson
stated:: "We should abandon previous concepts of what populations are and
goo by geography. We need to be explorers, finding out what is there, rather
thann presuming we know what a population is." Hence his idea was that what
populationn is should be the outcome of genetic research and not the start. He
thereforee suggested a grid sampling based on geographical distances (100
miles).288 The grid approach, however, was considered too costly in terms of
timee and money, and categorisation according to linguistic criteria was
regardedd to be the most appropriate.29
Usingg linguistic criteria, geneticists were faced with 5,000 different
populations.. But, as in the case of a geographical grid, sampling, storing
andd studying all their cell material did not seem feasible either. Geneticists
havee therefore decided to focus on a number of 500 populations. The
criterionn for the selection of populations was that they should be
representativee of overall human diversity. Additionally priority should be
givenn to obtaining samples from "isolated populations," "anthropologically
uniquee populations," "populations that can give clues about genetic diseases
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orr about contemporary ethnic, language or cultural groups," and "populations
inn danger of losing their identity as genetic units." These qualities do not
onlyy give clues about what it means to be genetically representative. They
alsoo suggest that the linguistic criterion is highly invested with various
social,, cultural and biological qualities and features.
Inn an article published in the Scientific American, Cavalli-Sforza
reportss on the correspondence between the distribution of genes and that of
languagess among populations. Elaborating on the transmission of genes,
languagee and culture from one generation to the other, he distinguishes
betweenn a vertical and a horizontal transmission, the first being a
transmissionn between parents and offspring, and the latter a transmission
betweenn unrelated individuals. Whereas genes can only be transmitted
vertically,, culture and language may be passed on either way. While
identifyingg the difference between "isolated populations" and populations
thatt have undergone admixture, he states:
Inn the modern world horizontal transmission is becoming increasingly
important.. But traditional societies are so called precisely because they
retainn their cultures - and usually their languages - from one generation to
thee next. Their predominantly vertical transmission of culture most
probablyy makes them more conservative.32.
Hencee language is not just an arbitrary means of distinguishing
betweenn groups of people: it is deemed to correlate with the genes. More
specificallyy this correlation is held to be even more elegant when applied to
thee Diversity Project's object of study, namely "isolated populations."
Analysingg and comparing the similarities and differences found in various of
thesee populations, geneticists aim at gaining insight into "genetically
complex"" populations, i.e. populations that are less isolated, less unique and
lesss easy to categorise and to study. It seems that those who are not
consideredd to be connected to the global traffic of humans and things,
especiallyy those in far-off places, are considered best sources for
understandingg how genetic "melting pots" must have come about." Based on
thee idea that all genetic diversity is better preserved in "isolated populations"
andd the idea that all humans belong to one "genealogical family" originating
fromm Africa, these populations are assigned the role of origin and resource.34
Theyy are thus considered to be more homogeneous and their genetic makeup
too be more conserved. But how can they then represent an overall human
diversity,, such as aimed at by the Diversity Project? In addition to their
homogeneityy and conserved genes, the genetic makeup of different "isolates"
inn different parts of the world is held to represent specific moments in the
historyy of human migration. These migration events may also be represented
inn intermixed groups but their effect on the clustering of genes tends to be
blurredd due to population admixture. This indicates that representing human
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geneticc diversity at large can only be done if different "isolated populations"
fromm different parts of the world are taken into account.
Thee emphasis placed on "isolated populations" is relevant for studies
off diversity not only in the context of human history but also in that of
geneticc diseases. In a document issued by the Diversity Project this relevance
iss phrased as follows: " Every time we ask whether a particular genetic
markerr is associated with a disease, we need to know about the normal
controll population. The need for this comparison increases with the diversity
off the population."35 Thus in order to understand the mechanisms of
inheritedd diseases in genetically diverse populations, "isolated populations"
mayy function as normal control populations. With the help of such
informationn geneticists aim at tracing where specific genes or genetic
mutationss have come from, and whether they lead to the same effects - that
is,, also cause diseases in the control population. However in cases where the
specificc genes related to a disorder are not known, the role of an "isolated
population"" might be different. For example, if such a population is
susceptiblee to a specific disease, studying that particular population and not
onee where genetic diversity is greater may be understood in terms of the
reductionistt method of the natural sciences.36 Applied to an object of
research,, this method consists in reducing complexity to a small number of
controlledd variables that can be studied in a laboratory context. In line with
this,, "isolated populations" rather than normal control groups function as
resourcee material.37 As a geneticist once explained to me: "It would be crude
too place a wall around Friesland [a province in the Netherlands], and observe
whatt happens to its "isolated" inhabitants. These populations live isolated by
naturee and can give us insight into the development of various diseases."
Althoughh geneticists would consider these populations interesting for studies
inn their own right, within the context of the Diversity Project they occupy the
positionn of reservoir and could be seen as a "natural" laboratory for the rest.
Whetherr the aim is to reconstruct the migration history of humans, to
preservee human genetic diversity or to study human genetic diseases, the
Projectt makes some populations into a more appropriate resource than
others. .
Studyingg genetic diversity within the context of a project does not only
affectt what may be considered a population, what a population is and how it
iss deemed to contribute to its research but it also affects genetics as a field.
Withinn the Diversity Project geneticists had to decide upon how to sample,
howw to store the samples and what kinds of technology will be used to study
thee samples. To create a project they simply have to work together and
standardisationn is an important condition for achieving that.
Thee Diversity Project aims at collecting 10,000 - 100,000 samples
fromm the 500 populations under study. The sampling is delegated to the
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regionall committees who should, where possible, work together with "local"
scientistss and anthropologists in the field.38 When the samples leave these
regionss they should not travel alone: they should be accompanied by
informationn about the region and about the sampled individual. Information
regardingg "sex, age (or approximate year of birth), current residence, place of
birth,, linguistic affiliation [of these individuals and] current residence, place
off birth, cultural affiliation, linguistic affiliation [of the individual's]
biologicall parents," should accompany the samples to central places of
storage.. Thus the study of the diversity of these populations involves more
thann cell material or DNA.
Fromm most individuals only a small quantity of cell material will be
collectedd - blood, hair root, or inner cheek tissue. The samples will be stored
ass DNA in DNA libraries. Thanks to copying technologies even small
quantitiess of DNA are sufficient for study purposes. But since samples will
alsoo be used to produce cell lines, more cell material is needed from 10% of
thee sampled individuals. Their white blood cells will provide the Diversity
Projectt with a permanent source of DNA.40
Inn the Diversity Project it was emphasised that the proposed research
iss not new. It is stated that:
[w]hatt is new is the possibility of extending the study of population to a
muchh more detailed level by applying some of the DNA technology (such
ass the PCR-based technology mentioned above) that has been developed
withinn the last few years in the context of the Human Genome Project.41
Yett to study DNA and thus to know a population, geneticists have
differentt tools at their disposal. Studying a population in terms of height, for
instancee by measuring from head to toe, does not make that population
comparablee to another studied in terms of weight, measured in kilograms.
Hencee one of the major efforts of the Diversity Project in this respect is to
co-ordinatee and fine tune the technologies that should be applied for all
populationss equally: the kind of DNA copying technologies, such as PCR,
thee specific fragments of variable DNA to be studied, also called markers,
andd the kind of statistical means of comparing the data.42
Ass is the case for the HGP, technology is also at the centre of the
Diversityy Project. ' It accounts for the project's potential for population
studies.. It is argued that "[a]s a result [of revolutionary technology], the
precisionn with which populations, their origins and their interrelations can be
defined,, using relatively small samples, has increased enormously."44 Still,
whereass the technology is cutting edge and allows for genetic studies even
onn the basis of small samples, geneticists find themselves confronted with a
problem.. "[T]he human species is moving towards increasingly intensive
amalgamation"" and populations are losing their identities in terms of genetic
similaritiess and differences.45 This is considered to be the "irony" of the
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Diversityy Project. An irony that makes it turn to isolated and aboriginal
populationss instead.
Inn the course of the Diversity Project there emerged yet another irony,
whichh had to do with the project's object of research. The international
projectt organised to sample and study "isolated populations" created
oppositionn to itself on an international level and met with harsh criticism
fromm the very populations under study.46 As already mentioned, Tribal
Governmentss and other organisations of peoples around the world started to
makee trouble for the project.47 Although some populations have decided to
collaboratee in order to learn more about certain diseases that prevail among
them,, or to benefit from the promised technology transfer, many more have
organisedd themselves on an international basis against the appropriation of
theirr body tissue. As well as being dubbed the "Vampire Project," the
Diversityy Project was also categorised as "bad science," a post-war category
forr racist science. The joint interest in genes and populations was
consideredd to reify biological races, and to essentialise differences.

Makingg a Book:
Ass can be seen, the Diversity Project is complex, broad and
controversial.. This increases the many different ways in which it could be
studied.. What comes to the fore is its controversial character, its blunt
"sciencee for the West and genes from the rest" kind of appearance. While
thiss is disturbingly important, I chose a different angle. Instead of contrasting
"genes"" to "science," in a kind of naturalised dichotomy between nature and
knowledge,, and instead of a geographical separation between the worlds of
thee populations studied and the words of the scientist studying them, my aim
wass to investigate how they are made into constituent parts of genetic
diversity.. Where to do my study was a matter of "choice". As I explained at
thee beginning of this chapter, I did not choose to study the public debate
aroundd the Diversity Project, but nor did I choose to study the populations
aimedd at by this project. Going out to study them seemed to me invasive,
specificallyy since until this study I did not have any specific affiliation with
indigenouss people or their organisation, something that I did have with the
sciences.. In addition, even though it was easy to side with the criticism
againstt the Diversity Project, it seemed to me that the debate was too neatly
organisedd along the lines of wrong and right or good and bad. This increased
myy curiosity about the Diversity Project and raised the questions: what is it
about,, and how does it or will it change our world? I contend that genetic
diversityy cannot simply be the end-product of knowledge applied to
populationss or their DNA:50 I had grown interested in what it involves in
scientificc practice.
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Ass is shown in the brief introduction to the Diversity Project above,
thee study of diversity requires a certain standardisation of practices. Hence
thee emphasis is placed on fine-tuning the Project's "materials and methods."
Ass pointed out, standardisation had to be arrived at in the case of
"population",, how to define populations and how to sample them, and in the
casee of technologies such as the DNA copying technology, the fragments of
DNAA to be studied, as well as the statistical models to be applied.51
Renderingg genetic diversity and data about populations comparable between
laboratories,, therefore, enhances a routinisation of scientific conduct. It is
thiss very routinised and "nothing strange going on here" kind of practice that
II examine in this book. Genetic diversity will be traced in such practices
wheree various technologies are employed routinely to produce it.
Becausee it focuses on laboratory routines this book can be placed
withinn a specific tradition in science and technology studies (STS). Since the
latee 1970s a number of studies have been published based on detailed
ethnographiess of laboratory work and daily routines.52 These studies, the socalledd laboratory studies, have in many ways redefined the field of STS and
havee suggested new methods of studying the sciences. In line with Thomas
Kuhn'ss observations on and questioning of the cumulative nature of science,
theyy have countered the idea that science is guided by rationality only.53
Theyy have suggested that science could best be understood as a
heterogeneouss process in which humans and non-humans (technology,
theories,, chemicals) are "alignments" to get the job done. In addition, in
thesee studies the scientific object as such also went out of focus. Instead,
laboratoryy ethnographers suggested that to understand scientific facts one
shouldd focus on what scientists actually do and the various technologies they
applyy in making science. For example, in their laboratory ethnography Bruno
Latourr and Steve Woolgar focus on how scientific facts are made, and show
howw in that process references to where and how these facts were produced
aree gradually removed and detached from that end-product.54 Thus instead of
end-products,, as accounted for by scientists in - for example - published
papers,, the topic was changed into the material culture in laboratories, and
howw science is done in practice.
Althoughh this book developed to occupy a place in STS, it originally
camee to life in an institute for gender and multi-cultural studies.56 Studying
genderr or racial aspects of science, feminist and anti-racist scholars have
examinedd and traced biases in the language or discourse of science, giving
insightt into hierarchies in the designation of agency to naturalised categories.
Thiss may be a hierarchy between the races, the sexes or between racialised
orr sexualised entities that do not necessarily coincide with human
individuals,, such as the wild type versus the mutant/specimen, the active
spermm versus the passive egg cell.58 Others have traced biases in the social
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groupss that do scientific work, showing a male bias and revealing the
contributionn of women and occasionally that of men and women of colour.59
Againn others have considered scientific methods and argued that these could
bee categorised as Eurocentric and masculine. Methods were shown to set a
distinctionn and a hierarchy between a (masculine) subject of research,
namelyy the scientist, and a (feminine) object of research, namely nature. But
alsoo between culture as an achievement of Western science and nature as the
naturalisedd and pre-given non-West.60
Inn line with some of the concerns of feminist and anti-racist scholars
thiss book is aimed at discussing normative aspects of genetics. It investigates
geneticc diversity and pays special attention to how genetic sex and race are
producedd in genetic research. It does not intend to study what geneticists
think,, nor how they talk about sex-difference or race. The aim is not to
unmaskk geneticists as being racist, sexist or biased in any other sense. For
thee point is not so much who is conducting genetic studies as how is it done. I
thereforee want to examine how race and sex-difference are locally
"achieved"" and the auxiliary work of technologies in producing them.
Thiss book does not stand alone in addressing normative issues
combinedd with an interest in scientific practice. A relatively new branch of
STSS also deals with the subject.61 It has produced studies that pick up and readdresss classical normative questions, such as: how does science and
technologyy change social worlds and for whose benefit? How do social
worldss get built into technologies? What kind of politics do technical objects
carryy with them? And how do they affect the ordering of the world and
processess of inclusion and exclusion?62 Especially in studies of medical
practicess and the new-reproductive technologies, scholars have paid attention
bothh to how scientific facts are assembled, made and consolidated, and to the
moralityy borne by technologies. They have raised questions concerning
normalisation,, naturalisation and standardisation, and have investigated how
personhood,, gender or the body are locally achieved.63 My studies benefit
fromm insights developed in this and other branches of STS, as well as gender
andd anti-racist studies, and want to contribute to these fields. While
laboratoryy studies have contributed to the understanding of scientific practice
andd scientific routine, little attention has been paid to the object of scientific
researchh as such. Conversely in gender and anti-racist studies little attention
iss paid to scientific practice, specifically not to the practices of laboratories.64
Studyingg the sciences, gender and anti-racist scholars have shown particular
interestt in the effect of knowledge for the object of research, and not
infrequentlyy this object was the female or coloured body. This book is a
studyy of how objects are made in scientific practice and analyses the politics
involved.. Additionally there is a tendency to treat the politics of science as
deviancies,, specifically when the issue is racism or sexism. Studying
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geneticc diversity in laboratory practice, this book examines how such politics
gett built into standardised technologies and laboratory routines.
Theree are several reasons why I studied the Diversity Project in the
laboratory.. First of all because I was inspired by the work of other scholars
whoo have conducted laboratory studies: this tied in with my general interest
inn the sciences. Secondly, because of a kind of morality that says that "you
havee no right to speak unless you know what you are talking about." And I
didd not know much about genetics. Ironically enough, I learned in the
laboratoryy that there are many ways of knowing and thus many rights and
reasonss to speak. The third and major reason had to do with the Diversity
Projectt itself. Although I was both alarmed and troubled by the initiative, I
wass hesitant to subsume the project in a general critique of "imperialism"
andd racism in science. Besides, why would this project be "bad science"
whereass others were not?66 I wanted to make my criticism specific, so I
decidedd to get closer and see how genetic diversity was done. The Forensic
LaboratoryLaboratory for DNA Research in Leiden offered me training in some of the
basicc tasks of a technician. I was there for three and a half months and
combinedd the training with a study of the laboratory itself. Together with the
headd of the Laboratory I attended a conference on the Diversity Project,
wheree I met many of the scientists participating in the project. At this
conferencee I met the head of the Laboratory for Human Genetics and
EvolutionEvolution in Munich. In 1997 I spent six months in this second laboratory
andd participated in one of the projects in the field of population genetics. The
analysess presented here are based on participant observations in both these
laboratories. .
II wrote down my observations either in the laboratory itself or in the
eveningss at home and conducted interviews with members of both labs at the
endd of each study. In gathering published papers I was struck by the
generosityy and involvement of lab members in bringing some of them to my
attentionn and for keeping me up to date, even after I left the laboratories.
Havingg been engaged in laboratory work made it easy to become "a
member."" But it also imposed some constraints upon my fieldwork. First of
all,, the temptation is to go epistemically native. A major reason for this is
thatt a laboratory environment imposes a specific type of normalisation upon
thosee who work there. The very fabric of the lab demands a kind of
subjectivityy centred around the pace of the work, the planning of
experiments,, the talks that are often about problem-solving such as machines
thatt are overbooked or not working, or about how to get the data and when to
writee down the results. Once I became familiar with the various projects it
provedd difficult to relate to them other than within the conditions of these
practicall concerns. In addition, several times during my research
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participationn stood in the way of observation. Often there was simply no time
too take proper notes or to be where the action was.68 My main focus at such
timess was to get the results, to make things work, or to establish the
conditionss for the experiments.
Yett as an observer one is also tempted to neglect these practicalities of
researchh and to develop a kind of science critique instead. In a sense, it is
temptingg to tell the strange stories back home without bringing along "the
lab".. However, my experience was that lab members were themselves aware
off the social aspects of genetics, especially of racial issues. They were selfreflexivee upon their work and the particular environment in which they carry
itt out and were capable of taking a distance in order to develop a more
scepticall view.69 In a significant sense this helped me to centre my analyses
aroundd technologies and local practices and not to impose predetermined
categoriess on the kind of work they do. Another and related point is that in
somee ways one can never really leave the lab. My experience is that both
positionss of participant and observer remain intact. This became apparent
duringg the many visits I paid to the laboratories after I had finished my field
work,, in the various personal contacts that I maintain with some of the lab
memberss and in the material objects that I brought home, such as my
(observer)) field notes and my (participant) lab journals. Hence participation
andd observation continued in parallel during the process of writing and had
too be negotiated in various drafts of the chapters. While the ties which I
developedd with the laboratories may be particular to my studies, the point
itselff is, however, more general and methodological. I will therefore expand
onn it.
Theree is a certain epistemic quality to the phenomenon of participant
observation.. It disturbs research design, time schedules and methods set out
forr gathering the material; something probably common to all research. But it
doess more. Participant observation requires the researcher to go out to study
thee other culture, yet it disturbs the very distinction between the field, there,
andd the writing, here.70 This blurring of boundaries in the end-products of
participantt observation, i.e. in written texts, has been brought to our attention
byy ethnographers such as Clifford Geertz.71 However I wish to point to
anotherr aspect of participant observation and explain the epistemic quality
mentionedd above. After I had finished my fieldwork and went home to do the
writingg I was confronted with the field once more. It was right there, on my
desk.. Not only had there been DNA samples in my refrigerator, "gel
Polaroids"" in files, but also the field notes, documents and papers appeared
too be much more than artefacts from another world. Once some of the
materiall had found its way into one of my chapters it started to do its own
work.. At some points it refused theorising, it refused even to get out of my
textss again. And so now and then it urged me to go back out there and learn
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moree about it, in the library, in MedLine or in the laboratory. It occurred to
mee that the complexity of the locales I left behind had travelled all along, not
onlyy with me, because I had been there, but especially with the material.
Thuss it is not only in the final texts of ethnographers that the boundary
betweenn the field and the writing is blurred, but also during the writing, due
too the very capacity of the field to move to other places in the world via such
ethnographicc material. It is in this sense that my statement, that one can
neverr really leave the lab/field, should be understood. It might also be for
thiss reason that ethnographers have grown to be squeamish about their
materiall since it always bears with itself a world that wants to speak, often
withh many voices.
Doess this mean, then, that the material presents itself or the world it
comess from? Does this mean that writing is without theory? " Even though
"thee field" was on my desk, it was not there by itself. There were also
theoriess in the form of texts. Books and articles from the field of STS, gender
andd anti-racist studies, but also philosophy, anthropology, cultural studies
andd genetics. They dealt with bodies, gender, technologies, gifts, cultures,
race,, hormones, double helixes, genomes and blood - among other things.
Bothh material and theory had to be negotiated in the process of writing. And
thee final text of this book is an analysis and not a description of what the
fieldd is like or how it can be found out there. At this point let me be explicit
aboutt the chapters. The narrative of each chapter evokes a distinction
betweenn ethnographic accounts and their analysis. This might be read as a
distinctionn between the reality of the field and reality of writing, i.e. the
analysingg and theorising of the material. Even though the ethnographic
accountss are faithful to the material I gathered, these too are assembled,
framedd and guided by theory. They are thoroughly theorised. As I have
stated,, the material had to negotiate its place in the final text. In addition,
evenn if the references mainly appear in the footnotes, the theories do their
workk in the body of the text and are part and parcel of my analyses.
Thee examinations conducted in the next four chapters are guided by
thee questions: What is genetic diversity, and how is it produced in
laboratories?? And how does technology enable differences and similarities in
thee "socio-naturar world of laboratories where genetic diversity is being
studied? ?
Thee four chapters are a collage. As in a collage, they show overlaps
betweenn technologies, scientists, scientific publications, laboratory practice,
andd focuses of analyses. As in a collage some pieces are cut out in order to
focuss more on others. For it is not the aim of this book to map all the
differentt ways that genetic diversity is established, or all the technologies
involvedd in achieving it, not even in the labs studied. The aim is to focus on
somee core practices, technologies and objects in studies of diversity and to
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examinee how they help to produce genetic similarities and differences. Given
thee research that is being conducted in the Diversity Project, the cases
analysedd here are therefore simultaneously narrower and broader than the
scopee of this project. Narrower because they do not take into account all the
actorss involved in producing genetic diversity. Broader because the
technologiess addressed also have relevance for other fields inside and
outsidee the field of genetics.
Eachh chapter highlights a different feature of genetic diversity by
addressingg another practice of making similarities and differences. The
chapterss can be read in any order. The order I have chosen makes my own
narrativee of genetic diversity, namely that of standardisation, naturalisation
andd diversity.
Thee following chapter, Chapter 2 deals with population. In the
Diversityy Project population is defined according to linguistic criteria. In this
chapterr I examine practices and analyse what population is made to be in
dailyy laboratory work. Chapter 3 investigates genetic markers (variable DNA
fragments)) and processes of standardisation. It examines the practicalities of
geneticc markers in laboratories in order to address issues of standardisation
ass envisioned in the Diversity Project. The case in Chapter 4 is a
mitochondriall DNA reference sequence, a piece of technology to compare
otherr sequences to. I examine the kind of work enabled by the reference
sequencee and trace what we might learn from that about naturalisation and
aboutt the normative content of technology. Chapter 5 is about genetic sex
andand genetic lineage. Here I investigate the various ways in which the sexes
aree enacted in studies of genetic lineage, and show how DNA is both treated
ass a resource of diversity and as a technology of establishing sexualised
lineage.. In Chapter 6, the concluding chapter, I take up the narratives about
standardisation,, naturalisation and diversity to reflect upon the analyses in
thee preceding chapters, and their relevance for STS, genetics, and gender and
anti-racistt studies.
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investigatess the object but as a locale with an agency in itself, ordering and
transformingg objects and scientists and making specific alignments between
them.. In the context of a laboratory neither the scientist nor the object can be
seenn as a stable entity. They are linked in specific ways so as to get the job
done;; see Knorr-Cetina, "Laboratory Studies"(above, n. 52). On the lack of
stabilityy of entities (bodies) or, better, on how the various bodies (including
thatt of the surgeon) have to be performed in specific ways in an operating
theatree see, Stephan Hirschauer, "The Manufacture of Bodies in Surgery,"
SocialSocial Studies of Science 21 (1991): 279-319.
54.. Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar, Laboratory Life: The Social
ConstructionConstruction of Scientific Facts (Princeton: Princeton University Press:
Princeton,, 1986 [1979])
55.. See for various examples, Andrew Pickering, Science as Practice and
CultureCulture (above, n. 51).
56.. This difference between fields is both artificial and real. Despite
importantt overlaps it seems that both social studies of science and gender
studiess are living in separate spheres. For example feminist scholars have
beenn wary of laboratory studies and studies that have science as their main
focus.. They argued that now that immense energy had been spent to reveal
womenn in the history of science, especially as women objects of science,
studiess of laboratories are redirecting attention to domains populated mainly
byy men. Another reason for the separate spheres is that in the social studies
off science little effort has been made to address gender, let alone racial,
issues.. But also the other way round. For many feminist scholars "science
seemss to be in action" in a relevant sense, when it deals with women,
women'ss lives, sexuality and biology, or with female bodies. In contrast to
this,, Donna Haraway in a fascinating lecture wittily told a history of science
andd technology studies (STS) from a feminist point of view. The twist was in
thee very treatment of STS as a branch of feminist studies and not the other
wayy round. In her genealogy the beginning of STS could be located in the
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latee 1960s and early 1970s, when women started to demand reproductive
freedom.. She quoted feminist contributions, from the early pamphlets on to
thee various scholarly works being produced until the late 1990s, and the
importancee of that for the development of STS as a field; Donna Haraway,
"Feministt Science Studies: A history of STS from a Feminist Point of View"
(paperr presented at the WTMC Summer School, Enschede, September, 1-5
1997). .
57.. See for an example on sexual biases in biology, Linda Birke, Women,
FeminismFeminism and biology (Brighton, Sussex: Wheatsheaf Books, Harvester
Press,, 1983); on race see, Richard C. Lewontin, Steven Rose, and Leon J.
Kamin,, Not in Our Genes (New York: Pantheon, 1984), Linda Gordon,
Woman'sWoman's Body, Woman's Rights: A Social History of Birth Control in
AmericaAmerica (New York: Viking, 1976), idem, "De Strijd voor Vrijheid van
Reproduktie:: Drie Stadia in het Feminisme," in Socialisties Feministiese
TekstenTeksten (Nijmegen: Feministische Uitgeverij Sara, 1979), 36-72; For an
examplee of gender bias in the language of science, see Evelyn Fox Keller,
ReflectionsReflections on Gender and Science (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press,
1985),, idem, Secrets of Life, Secrets of Death: Essays on Language, Gender,
andand Science (New York: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1992).
58.. See for a good example of the eggs and the sperm Emily Martin, "The
Eggg and the Sperm: How Science Has Constructed a Romance Based on
Stereotypicall Male-Female Roles," Signs 16 (1991): 485-501; see on the
distributionn of agency to the cytoplasm/germ plasm, Evelyn Fox Keller, "The
Problemm of Locating "Maternal Effect" in a Discourse of Gene Action,"
(Amsterdam:: University of Amsterdam, 1992), (revised and published in
Evelynn Fox Keller, Refiguring Life: Metaphors of Twentieth-Century
BiologyBiology [New York: Colombia University Press, 1995).
59.. See for examples, Evelyn Fox Keller, A Feeling for the Organism: The
LifeLife and Work of Barbara McClintock (San Francisco: Freeman, 1983),
Darlenee Clark Hine, "Co-Laborers in the Work of the Lord: NineteethCenturyy Black Womanhood," Sandra Harding, The Racial Economy of
Science:Science: Towards a Democratic Future (Bloomington, Indianapolis: Indiana
Universityy Press, 1993), pp. 210-227, and a special issue ""Zy is toch wel
zeerr begaafd:"
Historische Bijdragen
over Vrouwen
in de
Bètawetenschappen,"" Gewina 4 (1997).
60.. See for some examples of these approaches, Jan Harding, ed.,
PerspectivesPerspectives on Gender and Science (London, New York: The Falmer Press,
1986),, Ruth Bleier, ed., Feminist Approach to Science (New York, Oxford:
Pergamonn Press, 1988), Harding, Racial Economy of Science (above, n. 59).
Inn most cases, however, contributions in this fields resist the methodological
distinctionss (language, sociology, and method) that I try to force on them
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here.. Consider for example Evelyn Fox Keller's work, which obviously deals
withh language and metaphors in science, but hardly ever treats this separately
fromm form methods of science.
61.. Within science and technologies studies, questions of normativity and
technologyy are most persistently articulated by Donna Haraway, John Law
Annemariee Mol, Susan Leigh Star.
62.. For a collection of studies from this angle, see Susan Leigh Star, ed.,
EcologiesEcologies of Knowledge: Work and Politics in Science and Technology
(Albany:: State University of New York Press, 1995); see also, John Law,
"Afterr ANT: Complexity, Naming, and Topology, in Actor Network Theory
andand After, ed. John Law and John Hassard (Oxford: Blackwell Publisher,
1999),, pp. 1-15.
63.. For a very elegant example that deals with normalisation and
naturalisation,, see Charis Cussins, "Producing Reproduction: Techniques of
Normalizationn in Infertility Clinics," in Reproducing Reproduction: Kinship,
PowerPower and Technological Innovation, ed. Sarah Franklin and Helena Ragoné
(Philadelphia:: Pennsylvania Press, 1998), 66-101; on standardisation and
marginalisationn see the by now classic paper of Suzan Leigh Star, "Power,
Technologyy and the phenomenology of Convention: On Being Allergic to
Onions,"" in Sociology of Monsters: Power, Technology and the modern
World,World, ed. John Law (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991), 26-56; for an
excellentt example on personhood see, Ingunn Moser and John Law, "What
Makess a Person?" (paper presented at the EASST Conference, Lisbon,
1998),, idem, "Good Passages, Bad Passages," in Law and Hassard, Actor
NetworkNetwork (above, n. 62), pp. 196-219; on performing the sexes and its
articulationn in technologies see the clever and humorous paper of Annemarie
Moll and Stephan Hirschauer, "Shifting Sexes, Moving Stories: Feminism
Constructivismm Dialogues," Science, Technology & Human Values 20
(1995):: 368-385; on how masculinity and Euro-American concepts of
kinshipp are implicated in computer simulation see, Stephan Helmreich,
"Replicatingg Reproduction: Or, the Essence of Life in the Age of Virtual
Electronicc Reproduction," in Reproducing Reproduction: Kinship, Power
andand Technological Innovation, ed. Sarah Franklin and Helena Ragoné
(Philadelphia:: Pennsylvania Press, 1998), 207-234; on sex and gender see
alsoo Stephan Hirschauer, "Performing Sexes and Genders in Medical
Practices,"" in Differences in Medicine: Unravelling Practices, Techniques
andand Bodies, ed. Marc Berg and Annemarie Mol (Durham N.C.: Duke
Universityy Press, 1999), 13-28; on the body and its articulation in
instrumentss and technologies see, Nelly Oudshoorn, Beyond The Natural
Body:Body: An Archaeology of Sex Hormones (London, New York: Routledge,
1994);Hirschauer,, "Manufacture of Bodies" (above, n. 53), Annemarie Mol,
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TheThe Body Multiple: Ontology in Medical Practice (Durham, N.C.: Duke
Universityy Press, forthcoming).
64.. An exception to this is Sharon Traweek's study on gender and highenergyy physics, see for example Sharon Traweek, "Border Crossings:
Narrativee Strategies in Science Studies and among Physicist in Tshukuba
Sciencee City, Japan," in Science As Practice and Culture, ed. Andrew
Pickeringg (Chicago, London: The University of Chicago Press, 1992), 429465,idem,, "Pilgrim's Progress: Male Tales Told During a Life in Physics," in
TheThe Science Studies Reader, ed. Mario Biagioli (New York, London:
Routledge,, 1999), 525-542.
65.. For a similar argument, see Susan Leigh Star, "Introduction," in Star,
EcologiesEcologies (above, n. 62), pp. 1-39..
66.. Donna Haraway expresses it as follow: "It has proved easier to slow
downn or stop the HGDP [the Diversity Project, AM], a kind of oppositional
effort,, than to question the powerful HGP itself. That makes the trouble with
"difference"" built into this potentially positive scientific project all the more
disturbingg - and important" (Haraway, Modest_Witness (above, n.46), p. 250.
67.. Human Genome Variation in Europe: DNA Markers, 9-10 November
19955 in Barcelona.
68.. For an articulation of this particular fear of the researcher of science,
namelyy not to be where the action is, see John Law, Organizing Modernity
(Oxford,, Cambridge: Blackwell, 1994); pp. 45-47. idem, "After ANT:
Complexity,, naming, and Topology," in John Law and John Hassard, Actor
NetworkNetwork Theory and After (Oxford: Blackwell Publisher, 1999), p. 1-15, at
p.. .
69.. For a similar account, see Star, "Introduction" (above, n. 65).There she
statess the following: "As a group of respondents, scientists are particularly
difficultt and rewarding because they have often thought rigorously about the
issuess we are investigating, and about which we are ourselves uneasy" (ibid.,
p.. 8).
70.. On the ordering of both the ethnographic work as well as the
ethnography,, see, Law, Organizing Modernity (above, n. 68), see, also
Traweek,, "Border Crossings" (above, n.64); for an example of how to deal
withh methodology, see Annemarie Mol and Jessica Mesman, "Neonathal
Foodd and the Politics of Theory: Some Questions of Method," Social Studies
ofof Science 26 (1994): 419-444.
71.. See for a thorough and elegant treatment of this, Clifford Geertz, Works
andand Lives: The Anthropologist as Author (Cambridge: Polity Press, [1988]
1996). .
72.. For this debate in the field of anthropology, see James Clifford and
Georgee Marcus, eds., Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of
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EthnographyEthnography (Berkeley, Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1986);
forr examples in the field of STS see, Law, Organizing Modernity (above,
n.68),, Traweek, "Border Crossings" (above, n. 64).
73.. See also Traweek, "Border Crossings" (above, n. 64), and Law,
OrganizingOrganizing Modernity (above, n. 68). Specifically on the on the normativity
off both author and object of research, and the normativity of the method of
researchh and one's writing, see Mol and Mesman, "Politics of Theory"
(above,, n. 70)
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